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How to find the way in the legislative maze?
Chasing the white rabbit...

· permanent data landscape development and NSOs are (only) one of the players

· development of legal provisions related to data

· coordination and governance competences evolution
How to deal with the new needs?

Legal revisions or new acts:

- initiated by NSOs

- based on developments/changes in related legislation
What do we do in Poland?

• Statistics Poland coordination role in the official statistics domain in relations to legal proposals:
  - key role in relation to purely statistical ones
  - supporting role as for „non-statistical” ones which have some references or elements related to statistics

• How it works?
  - internal cooperation (NSIs departments, regional offices)
  - cooperation with the other public authorities
  - cooperation with the Polish Parliament
  - cooperation with the EU partners

• How long is the negotiations process?
Global/regional patterns

Generic Law on Official Statistics (GLOS)
Guidance on Modernizing Statistical Legislation

- should we think about introduction there of legal new-comers now?
  (as for the new definitions/concepts/
  references to new legislation)

The Handbook on Management and Organization of National Statistical Systems
Data Governance Act

Data Act

Open data

Crisis situation

Soft laws (new/revised)

New definitions eg. data, data holder

Data Spaces

Data Stewardship

Exceptional need

Privately held data
Thank you for your attention :-)